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A LOW COST AC MOTOR DRIVE FOR

BATTERY POWERED APPLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Environmental concerns and legislative pressures are leading to a significant

interest in electric vehicles. These initial driving forces will be secondary to the other

considerations involved, which are purchase price, operating costs, and performance.

The electric motor is far simpler than the internal combustion engine, requiring but one

moving part. Although it requires supporting electronics, those are well suited to mass

production, as the computer industry demonstrates. The electric drive vehicle will

therefore be much lower in cost than present day vehicles. The simplicity of the

electric drive will also result in lower maintenance costs when the issues of battery

lifetime and cost have been resolved. The electric drive also promises superior

performance since it is able to deliver consistent torque across a wide speed range [1].

The major limitation of electric vehicles at the present time is the amount of

energy which may be stored in batteries. The electric vehicle should therefore be

designed to make most efficient use of the available energy. Mechanically, the car

must have a low rolling resistance, a low drag coefficient, and be lightweight.

Electrically, the battery energy must be converted to mechanical power in the most

efficient manner possible.

Initial efforts in designing an electric drive system used brush-type DC motors.

Present research is focusing on AC motors, since they can be much more efficient
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[2]. Two elements have contributed to the emphasis on AC systems, the availability

of high-speed switching elements and the development of effective control strategies.

The control of DC motors would at first glance seem to require less expensive

switching elements, since it has but a single phase to switch, while the AC motors

typically require three. At the power levels involved, however, the DC motor will

require switching elements to be paralleled. This is not significantly different in cost

than switching multiple phases. For maximum efficiency, the motors must also be

capable of operation as generators for braking of the vehicle. To meet this

requirement, switches for a three-phase motor are actually more cost effective to

implement than those for a single phase motor.

The control of AC motors is more complicated than that of DC motors;

historically, AC motor controllers have been more expensive. Now, however, the

availability of high-speed microprocessors allows the implementation of the necessary

control algorithms at low cost.

The AC motors to be considered for an electric vehicle drive are permanent

magnet motors of several types, the switched reluctance motor, the synchronous

reluctance motor, and the induction motor [3]. Permanent magnet motors may be

appropriate for luxury or high performance sports cars but are presently too expensive

to consider for high-volume production vehicles. The cost alone would be sufficient

to exclude these motors, but additional complications include difficulty in control of

the motor over the desired speed range, temperature sensitivity, and corrosion

susceptibility of the magnets. The switched reluctance motor, while showing great

promise for low cost, is not widely available commercially. Of the remaining motors,
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the induction motor is preferred over the synchronous reluctance motor because of the

simpler control required.

Further cost saving may be obtained by incorporating battery charging functions

in the system. Since the controller is programmable, it may contain the algorithms

necessary for battery charging as well as motor operation. With minor circuit

reconfiguration, the inverter components may also be used for charging. Elimination

of an external charger also increases system reliability because of the reduced parts

count.

This thesis details the development of a low cost, digitally-controlled induction

motor drive system for battery powered electric vehicles in the 1-5 horsepower range.

To test the design, a prototype system was constructed to match the requirements of

the Electrathon electric vehicle competition [4]. Test results are presented and

suggestions for further research given.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the prototype system constructed. Design

and cost tradeoffs for the individual subsystems are discussed in the following sections.

Table I summarizes the specifications and components used.

auxiliary
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conversion

main

battery
stack
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inverter Va. Vb. Vc

Ib. 1c
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current
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current
(6)
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I
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motor

optical
encoder
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controller
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command

encoder
input (2)

serial
interface

computer
diagnostics

Figure 1. System block diagram.
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Table I. Prototype specifications.

batteries quantity: 11
Power-Sonic model PS-1270
12 Volt, 7.0 Ampere hour

motor Hitachi JISC4004
3/4 horsepower
3 phase
2 pole
3400 r/min at 208 V, 60 Hz, 2 A

inverter switching frequency: 10 kHz
maximum fundamental: 200 Hz

IRGBC3OU (International Rectifer):
maximum ratings
Vee = 600 Volt
Ice = 12 Amperes (100 °C)

typical performance
Vce(Ic=12 A, Ti=150°C.) = 2.4 V
tc, = 40 ns
toff = 360 ns

microcontroller 80C196KC (Intel): 16 MHz
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CONTROL ALGORITHMS

Vector control methods result in the highest performance and most stable

induction motor operation. Direct vector control uses measurements of the stator

voltages and currents to estimate the flux created on the rotor and the position of the

rotor relative to a rotating reference frame. Indirect vector control uses a position or

speed sensor to directly measure the rotor position. In choosing the vector method for

implementation, the cost of measurements and calculations needs to be evaluated

against the cost of the position sensor. For the materials available for prototype

construction, the indirect vector control method was deemed most appropriate.

The control method arises from a consideration of the electrical differential

equations for the induction machine in an arbitrary rotating reference frame [5].

Neglecting zero sequence terms and referring all rotor quantities to the stator side, the

differential equations are

where,

vqs = Rsiqs

as = Rs ids

0 = Rriqr

0 = Rridr

P qs "as
w + pXds

PAqr (w-wdAqs

()-(1)
r qr PA&

Vqg = quadrature component of stator voltage
Vds = direct component of stator voltage
Iqs = quadrature component of stator current
Ids = direct component of stator current
>qs = quadrature component of stator flux
Xds = direct component of stator flux



where,

Rs = resistance of stator
co = angular velocity of rotating reference frame
p = differential operator

= quadrature component of rotor current
Id, = direct component of rotor current

= quadrature component of rotor flux
Xd, = direct component of rotor flux
R, = resistance of rotor
wr = angular velocity of rotating reference frame

Currents and fluxes are related by

= Lisiqs + /Wigs +

= + M(ids + id)

/tigr = Liriqr + M +

dr =Laid, + e +

Lis = stator leakage inductance
M = magnetizing inductance
Lfr = rotor leakage inductance

The equations may be manipulated to obtain the state variable form

p

qs

dq

qr

dr

R
co -5- -k co

L L . r

R Rr
(1) k (x) -,--

L L.

D M Rr. 0 -- ws
r Lir Lir

M Rr
0 R (,)sr Lir Lir

iqs

Ids

qr

dr

L

0 -1
L

0 0
0 0

vl
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where,

then

If co is controlled so that

R M2
R = + r

Ltr

L = L
Lfr

M2

Lr

k

2
Lir LL,

M

M

LfrM

Lisrir m2

s 4) r

s

MR, iq.

Lb, 1,dr

qr = plqr = 0

ple = + iqs
ir

L
Cdr

L

The torque produced by the induction motor is

T. = 3P Al(i
q4 Lb,

where P is the number of poles of the motor. With control of co this reduces to

T = 3P Mi skisit
4. Lir

(1)

8
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Since the rotor flux is directly related to the direct axis component of stator

current, the torque is controlled by the product of the two components of stator

current.

A block diagram of the prototype control scheme is given in Figure 2. The

driver in the loop provides speed control for the system. Hardware is used to translate

the output of the optical encoder into rotor position. Similarly, an analog to digital

(A/D) converter changes current sensor output voltage into a form suitable for use by

the microprocessor. The remaining parts of the control are implemented in software.

The most critical component is current control since it is assumed that the

reference frame currents can be instantaneously changed to a desired value. For

changes which require a finite time, the transient response of the system will be

degraded. Also, as the currents deviate from sinusoidal quantities, the harmonic

content will increase, and since the additional harmonics do not contribute to useable

torque, the motor efficiency will decrease.

The current control method implemented here is the check-bang type, the

sampled system equivalent of the continuous analog bang-bang type. At periodic

intervals, the current of each phase is measured (checked). If the current deviation

from the desired sinusoidal value is outside a set tolerance band, the inverter voltage

for that phase is switched to the opposite polarity, which forces the current to change

in the direction of the desired value. Because a multiplexed A/D converter is used, the

three phases are checked sequentially and are independently controlled. This is not

optimal since, for a wye connected motor, only two currents are independent; that is,
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+ 4 + 4 = 0

Thus for simultaneously sampled currents or a sufficiently fast multiplexed A/D

converter only two currents would need to be measured.

Another potential drawback to this implementation is that all phases may at

some point have current levels below that of their reference values. All phases will

then have their inverter voltages set to that of the DC bus. Since the voltage across any

two phases will then be zero, no current could be forced for this state. In the prototype

system this state will not persist for an appreciable time because of noise in the system,

the periodic refreshing of the high-side bootstrap voltages (explained in the inverter

section) and the sinusoidal nature of the currents being controlled.

For a given DC voltage, there will be some applied frequency at which the

magnetizing inductance will limit the ability to control current. Above this frequency,

the commanded level of current must be limited to match that which is possible. This

is termed the field weakening regime and is implemented in the prototype software

with one major simplification. The slip frequency should be calculated from Equation

1. If the rate of change of flux is small, the slip may be approximated by

wsi
Lfr ids

Rr qs

At some higher applied frequency the leakage inductances will also begin to

limit the current. Operation above this frequency is equivalent to DC series motor

operation. The prototype system software does not cover this range of operation,

although it could easily be added.
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Batteries are the limiting component of electric vehicle performance. Of the

batteries currently in volume production, the lead acid type are the best in terms of

performance and cost. These are available in sealed units which are desirable to reduce

maintenance and the potential for acid spills. For a complete vehicle design, one would

need to evaluate the trade off of the number of batteries carried, and hence the amount

of energy available, versus the energy required to propel the resulting weight. For the

prototype design this was not necessary since the Electrathon rules limit the batteries

to 64 pounds total weight.

A survey of commercially available batteries found that the best energy/cost

ratio was obtained with eleven 12 Volt, 7.0 Ampere-hour batteries of 5.7 pounds each,

leaving 1.3 pounds for a single 12 Volt 1.2 Ampere-hour battery for auxiliary power.

Batteries are typically rated at a 20 hour discharge rate and must be derated for faster

discharge rates. The Electrathon competition is a timed 1 hour race; therefore, the

available power must be evaluated for that discharge rate.

The selected batteries can supply 4 Amperes for 1 hour [6]. The batteries have

a fully charged voltage of 2.15 Volts per cell. At a 1 hour discharge rate, the

manufacturer recommends that operation be terminated when the battery voltage under

load reaches 1.6 Volts per cell. The battery pack will thus have a range of 105.6 -
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141.9 Volts. Assuming a linear change in voltage with state of charge, the batteries

contain 495 Watt-hours of energy.

Motor

An AC motor is desirable to obtain maximum efficiency for a battery powered

vehicle. While reluctance motors are a potentially very low cost motor, they are not

commercially available and so were not considered for this design. Permanent magnet

AC motors, sometimes called brushless DC motors, are well developed but at present

have an extremely high cost, mainly because of the magnets. The induction motor is

widely available due to utility line AC applications. While the weight of commercial

designs is excessive, the rugged construction and low cost make this motor the best

choice for electric vehicle applications.

The batteries were estimated to supply 0.66 horsepower for one hour for the

prototype system. A 3/4 horsepower three-phase induction motor was therefore chosen

to match the available power. One phase of the steady state equivalent circuit for an

induction motor (with rotor quantities referred to the stator side) is given in Figure 3

[7].

The prototype motor was tested with locked rotor and at no load, full speed.

The following phase quantities were calculated:

R8 = 11.5 Ohms
= 24.2 mH

L. = 1.11 H
= 24.2 mH

Rr = 11.0 Ohms
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Rs Lls Llr Rr/S

Figure 3. Induction motor per phase equivalent circuit

The available battery voltage for the prototype system is equivalent to a

maximum AC supply voltage of

Vac
Vd, 4

=
2 11

or 47.5 Volts rms at the minimum battery voltage. The motor as purchased was rated

at 208 Volts: this requires phase voltages of 120 Volts rms. The motor was therefore

rewound to meet the reduced voltage available. After rewinding, the motor was again

tested and the phase quantities found to be:

R. = 0.49 Ohms
L18= 2.7 mH
L. = 34.0 mH

= 2.7 mH
Rr = 0.30 Ohms

The position sensor for the prototype unit is mounted directly to the motor. A

flexible coupling could be used to indirectly attach the sensor shaft to the motor shaft,

but the sensor will still be subject to vibration unless the sensor body is also decoupled

from the motor. In the prototype unit no undue vibration sensitivity was observed.
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Inverter

Since the system is to be low cost, the simplest inverter topology was chosen.

This is a hard-switched, three-phase voltage source [8]. A block diagram of one phase

of the inverter is shown in Figure 4 and a detailed schematic is given in appendix A.

15V

bootstrap
supply

high Foul:

Floating
15 V

high enable

high -side
gate
driver

desaturetion
detection

high
voltage

low enable

opt cal
isolation

low fault

gate
driver

clesoLuration
detection

se voltage

Figure 4. Inverter phase block diagram
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The two switching elements to consider in a drive of this size are Metal-Oxide-

Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) and Insulated Gate Bipolar

Transistors (IGBTs). For the lower power ranges MOSFETs have a slight performance

advantage [9], but for higher power range devices they may need to be put in

parallel. To avoid the extra complication of driving multiple devices, IGBTs were

chosen. A single design could then be used for a wide range of horsepower ratings.

Integrated driver circuits were used to control the switching devices. The

IR2121 and IR2125, manufactured by International Rectifier, were chosen because they

include a number of desirable functions. Complete details of the devices may be found

in the device data sheets [10 and 11], but a short summary will be given here.

Under- and over-voltage lockout disables the gate drive if the voltage supplying the

chip falls outside of the recommended operating range. The gate drive may also be

disabled by a voltage applied to the current protection input. The input is only active

after the device has been gated on. An external capacitor sets a delay time for any

transients to settle when the device is first switched on before the protection input is

checked. The IR2121 is used for the low-side device and the IR2125 for the high side.

The IR2125 also includes level translation circuitry which allows its control input and

fault output to be referenced to ground, while its gate drive output is referenced to the

emitter of the high-side device.

The available IGBTs are n-type devices, which are switched on by applying a

positive voltage between gate and emitter. Since the voltage at the emitter of the high-

side device will vary from zero when the low-side device is on to the full bus voltage

when the high-side device is on, the gate drive voltage must float with the emitter
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voltage. One way to achieve this is to apply an AC voltage to a transformer whose

secondary is referenced to the high-side emitter, then to rectify and filter the

output to obtain a DC supply of the required voltage. This method requires a number

of parts including possibly bulky transformers.

The method chosen for this design is the so-called bootstrap supply, which

works in the following manner. When the low-side device is on, the high-side emitter

is at ground. A capacitor referenced to the high-side emitter is charged through an

isolation diode by the gate drive supply for the low side. When the low-side device

switches off, the diode stops conducting and the capacitor voltage floats with the high-

side emitter. The diode is of the ultra-fast type to avoid transients during switching.

It must also have a reverse voltage rating greater than the bus voltage.

While the bootstrap supply uses a minimum of parts, it introduces substantial

complication in initialization. When power is first applied to the inverter, the bootstrap

supply will be discharged and the high-side driver incapable of either turning on or

keeping off its device. If the low-side device switches on and the bus voltage is

sufficiently high, the high-side device may turn on because of the device capacitance

between gate and emitter. To ensure that this does not happen, the bootstrap supply

should be recharged before the full bus voltage is applied.

A second complication is that the high-side circuitry uses some power and will

discharge the bootstrap capacitor if the high-side device is left on sufficiently long. The

inverter controller must not allow the high-side device to be left on long enough for

this to occur.
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An optocoupler between the controller and device drivers protects the controller

from high voltage. The optocoupler is powered by the same low voltage supply as the

device drivers and low-side gate drive. The optocoupler is a dual device and is driven

in differential mode by the gate enable signals for the high- and low-side devices. The

optocoupler input diodes function as an exclusive-or gate and prevent both devices

from ever being gated on at the same time.

A schematic of the denaturation detection circuit is shown in Figure 5 [12].

Component values are given in Appendix A. The resistors are chosen to obtain a

voltage Vd such that the diode Dl will always be forward biased when the device is

on. With the diode forward biased, resistors R2 and R3 form a voltage divider. Those

two resistors can be chosen to produce a voltage V.; which will trigger the overcurrent

protection circuit in the driver chip when the voltage across the device exceeds a given

level. The current corresponding to the collector-to-emitter voltage is found from the

device data sheets [13]. The capacitor provides some filtering which is necessary in

this high noise environment.

Vd

Figure 5. Desaturation detection circuit.
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A block diagram of the controller is shown in Figure 6.
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torque commend

current. sense (3)

serial interface
4

gate enable (6)
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controller
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EPROM

up
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4
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Figure 6. Controller block diagram.
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The microcontroller is the nucleus of the design. A 16-bit device, the Intel

80C196 was selected. A 16-bit device was selected rather than a 32-bit device in order

to keep the cost low. An 8-bit device would not have sufficient computing capability

to implement the desired control algorithms. A second cost reducing factor is the

inclusion on-chip of several of the peripheral interfacing features necessary for control.

This results in a low parts count design and a low cost controller board. The device

includes an up-down counter, a multiplexed A/D converter, high speed timing
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functions, and digital outputs. These features are all detailed in the device's user guide

[14]. Their utility in control functions will be explained in a later section.

The microcontroller can address 64 kilobytes of memory. For the prototype

system, this was allocated equally between an Erasable Programmable Read Only

Memory (EPROM) and a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM). The SRAM is used

in development to contain trial programs which may be downloaded from a

development system via the serial interface. A discussion of microprocessor

development is outside the scope of this work but may be found in the manufacturer's

literature [15, 16 and 17].

Once the software is proven it can be programmed into the EPROM. A small

amount of Random Access Memory (RAM), 512 bytes, is contained on-chip. In a

production design, this memory would be sufficient for program execution so that the

SRAM would not be necessary.

Current Sensors

Two types of current sensing are in common use. The first uses a small resistor

of known value and measures the voltage developed across the resistor. A problem

with implementing this type of sensing is that neither end of the resistor is referenced

to ground. Commercially available operational amplifiers cannot reject the large

common voltage which will be present. Optically isolated amplifiers can be used, but

this adds significant expense to an otherwise simple method [18]. The amplifier may

also significantly degrade the resolution of the measurement.
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A second method requires each phase output to be routed through a toroidal

piece of magnetic material. Current through the phase generates a magnetic field which

is shunted through the toroid. A Hall effect device embedded in an air gap of the

toroid then measures the magnetic field. The drawback to this method is that the

magnetic field must be assumed to vary linearly with the applied current, which is only

approximately true. A major concern is hysteresis effects in the material. These effects

can be minimized with the use of a sensor which contains a second winding around the

toroid. A closed loop feedback circuit applies a current through the second winding so

as to produce a magnetic field equal and opposite to that of the current being

measured. Since the second winding may have many turns, this current is much less

than the current being measured. The closed loop circuit adds significant cost and

power requirements to the toroidal sensor.

Open loop toroidal current sensors were chosen for the prototype unit since they

result in the simplest, and hence lowest cost, system. For a production design, the

transfer characteristics of the current sensors could be measured and a software

correction of the sensor output performed.

Position Sensor

The control scheme used requires that the position of the rotor be known. This

may be obtained from a speed or position sensor. In general, the speed sensor is less

expensive than a position sensor, but yields a signal which is more sensitive to noise.

Elimination of such noise may even result in a circuit design which is more expensive
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than that required for a position sensor. For this reason and to minimize development

time for the prototype system, a position sensor was used.

A Hewlett Packard series 6000 optical encoder with a codewheel of 1000 lines

per revolution was used [19]. The encoder contains an LED source and lens which

transmit collimated light through the precisely spaced set of slits on the code wheel

into a detector lens. The detector lens focuses the light onto two closely spaced

detectors. Because of the spacing, each detector will receive light transmitted through

the codewheel at different times. The square wave output of the detectors will thus

indicate when a slit has crossed the detectors' view and which direction the wheel is

rotating.

To take full advantage of the noise immunity of the digital outputs a state

machine was designed for the encoder [20]. This will reject spurious counting

signals and provide hysteresis. The encoder output must also be translated into signals

suitable for counting by the integral up/down counter of the microcontroller. Logic

equations are given in Appendix B in programmable logic terminology [21]. A

schematic for an implementation using small scale integrated circuits (SSI) is given in

Figure 7.

DC/DC Converters

Two converters are required for the system. Both use a single lead acid battery

input. This is nominally 12 Volts, but ranges from 12.9 Volts (fully charged) to 9.6

Volts (fully discharged at a 1 hour discharge rate). One converter is of the buck type,
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reducing the voltage to produce a 5 Volt output which powers the microcontroller

board. The second converter boosts the input voltage to produce 15 Volts, which is

used for the gate drive circuitry. The gate drive circuitry could actually be operated

directly from the battery input, but the overcurrent protection circuit will operate more

reliably with a fixed voltage supply.

The 5 Volt supply uses the LM2575T-5. Software available from the

manufacturer provided a complete design with stock values for components [22].

Figure 8 shows the circuit with capacitors in microFarads and inductance in Henries.

The 15 Volt supply uses the LTC1182. Software is also available for design:

a sample design is shown in Figure 9 [23]. A filtering stage was not used for the
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prototype since a large amount of capacitance is distributed throughout the 15 Volt bus.

A custom inductor, Ll, was hand wound using pot core type magnetics. Component

values used were:

Cl = 100
C2 = 470 AF
Cc = 0.01µF
R1 = 16.6 kOhms
R2 = 1.5 kOhms
Re = 2.7 kOhms
Ll = 4.0 mH
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MOTOR CONTROL SOFTWARE

The prototype software is listed in appendices C-K, which respectively contain

the make file used to assemble the complete program, header files common to

assembly language modules, header files common to C language modules, assembly

initialization code, C initialization code, C support modules, assembly vector control

routines, C vector control routines, and the sine and cosine look-up tables. The only

module not listed, but which is necessary for compilation, is the printf routine provided

by the compiler maker.

At power-on the microcontroller begins execution at an address specific to the

microcontroller. The corresponding code is contained in the assembly module

"startup.asm". After performing the minimum number of steps, the main C module is

called. This calls the initialization routines for each of the on-chip peripherals, a test

routine to check proper operation of the inverter, and initialization routines for the

vector control. The program then continuously loops to a monitoring routine which

outputs a number of variables to the serial port.

The indirect vector control is performed as a nested series of interrupt loops.

The base interrupt rate is 10 kHz at which the check-bang current control is carried

out. The code responsible for this contains a software counter. Each time the counter

reaches 5, the next level loop, which updates the reference values of currents according

to the reference frame frequency, is started. Since this loop is only completely

executed at a 2 kHz rate, it may be interrupted by another execution of the current

control loop. The current reference loop contains a second software counter which
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controls execution of a third loop at 400 Hz. This loop updates the commanded values

of reference frame currents according to the torque requested and the amount of flux

weakening, which depends on the motor speed. This outer loop may be interrupted

both by the reference update loop as well as the current control loop. This is illustrated

in Figure 10.
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interrupt
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Figure 10. Interrupt structure.
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BATTERY CHARGING

The switching elements of the inverter are reconfigured with a triple-pole

double-throw switch for battery charging as is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Motor/charging connections.

A block diagram identifying the functions of the reconfigured system is shown

in Figure 12. Note that the only components required for charging are the switch, two

inductors, a ground fault interrupter (which may be collocated with the utility plug),

and a zero crossing detector. The ground fault detector is required for safety reasons,

since during charging the entire electronics must float with respect to the utility

ground. The system should therefore be completely enclosed to protect the operator

[24].
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The zero-crossing detector provides a reference so that the current delivered by

the utility can be controlled to be in phase with the voltage (unity power factor). A

schematic of the detector is shown in Figure 13. The circuit uses a high-voltage

depletion-type MOSFET which provides a constant current whenever the line voltage

exceeds its threshold voltage. The current drives an optical isolator whose output is

read by the microcontroller through a high speed input pin. The detector output will

have a phase delay relative to the line voltage, but this may be measured by the

processor and compensated for in software.

A block diagram of the control algorithm for battery charging is shown in

Figure 14.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the current waveforms produced for commanded

quadrature reference frame current, Iv, of 7.5 Amperes at rotor speeds, cur, of zero and

3600 r/min respectively. The waveform at zero speed is quite noisy because of the low

motor inductance and switching speed. The waveform at 3600 r/min is more typical

of performance found in production inverters. Figure 17 shows a spectrum analysis of

the current waveform at 3600 r/min. The switching noise is spread over a wide range,

although a peak is evident at 10 kHz.

0,00000 s 500,000 ms
100 ms/div

1,00000 .s

Figure 15. Current waveform at zero speed (5A/division).

The critical parameter in the control method is the slip constant, K,. The

constant used was not calculated, but was adjusted manually while the drive was

running to obtain maximum torque at standstill.
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Figure 16. Current waveform at 3600 r/min (5A/division).
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As was shown previously, the torque produced by the vector control method

should be proportional to the product of the two components of reference frame

current. To test the motor output, a shaft with torque and speed transducers was

coupled to the motor through a belt and pulleys which increased the torque by a factor

of 7.2. Coupled to the other end of the shaft was a DC machine configured as a

generator.

A graph of torque versus Ids for Kis = 7.5 Amperes at co, = 2520 r/min is

shown in Figure 18. The curve is linear for small values of Ids, but at larger values

saturation effects are evident.
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Figure 18. Torque versus I.
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A graph of torque versus 4, for Id, = 0.15 Amperes with the motor at standstill

is shown in Figure 19. Note that the curve does not reach the origin, although the

curve is very linear. The motor was run without the drive belt connected to confirm

that significant torque is not produced at the lower current levels. The offset may be

due to the use of the connecting pulley in this test setup, which was required to adapt

the prototype motor to a test stand constructed for much larger motors. The pulley is

attached at the end of the main shaft so that the motor may exert a torque in the radial

direction of the shaft as well as axially. A more precise test would have the motor

directly connected to the main shaft without the intervening pulley.
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Figure 19. TorqUe versus Iv.
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In order to determine the rotor speed at which field weakening should begin,

the motor was run over the speed range with the field weakening portion of the

software disabled and with commanded values Iqg = 7.5 Amperes and Id, = 0.15

Amperes. The torque versus speed is shown in Figure 20. The curve was expected to

have a portion of constant torque from zero speed out to some rotor speed where it

would begin dropping off inversely proportional to speed. Instead, as can be seen, the

curve is inversely linear with speed, starting at zero. This is probably caused by

inadequate current control. Although there appeared to be voltage available to control

the current (inverter was not producing squarewave output), the current, as shown in

Figure 15 and Figure 16, does diminish with speed. Several factors in the system may

contribute to the problem; first, the low speed of the current control and reference

waveform generation loops, and second, the limited dynamic range of the 10 bit A/D

converter which is used to measure both direct and quadrature components of current.

Some idea of the dynamic response of the system may be obtained from

Figure 21. The commanded value of lg, was switched from positive to negative 7.5

Amperes. The transient response is limited only by the inductance of the motor, which

is quite low, and compared to the inertia of the motor the current response may be

considered instantaneous.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The prototype system has successfully demonstrated the validity of the design.

The use of a digital controller results in low parts count, ease of assembly, and low

cost. A secondary benefit of low parts count which is especially important in this

application is the low power consumed by the controller. As built, approximately 0.20

Amperes are required from the auxiliary battery. This is less than 2.5 Watts of power,

about 0.4% of that consumed by the prototype drive.

One area in which the performance should be improved is current control.

Control could be improved simply by increasing the control cycle rate. The system is

presently limited by the time required for A/D conversions, 20 microseconds. Since

the currents and torque input are read sequentially, at least 80 microseconds are

required, giving a maximum rate of 12.5 kHz. If dual external A/D converters were

used to measure the currents, and the third calculated, the control loop would then be

limited by software execution time. Approximating this time by that of the current

software, the maximum control rate would be 26 kHz. This corresponds toa maximum

switching rate of 13 kHz which would not cause undue losses in the IGBTs but would

result in better current control. Any external converter selected should be of 12 bit

resolution to assist in the dynamic range required to cover the small value of

magnetizing current and the large value of torque producing current.

A better control algorithm may also yield better current waveforms. Some of

the methods which may be most applicable for digital implementation are state-variable

feedback [25], space vector switching using precalculated constants [26 and 27],
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predictive flux observation [28], and sliding mode observer control [29]. These

algorithms were not used because they are much more complicated than the check-bang

method and so require more processing time and therefore a more expensive processor.

As digital electronics continue to develop, however, more processing power will

become available in the lower price ranges and more advanced control schemes will

then be feasible.

The performance of the present evaluation vehicle could be improved if the

torque output was constant from zero to rated speed. This could be done by modifying

the software. The commanded currents could be changed from constants to numbers

which vary with speed and result in the desired current waveforms. In this manner the

available power could be increased by 50%. This would result in an estimated vehicle

range which would increase from 28.5 miles to 34 miles. In a recent competition, this

would have been a change from 11th to 3rd place.

Some other areas for future research are in machine parameters and models.

The vector control is vitally dependent on machine parameters which are difficult to

measure and which may change with operating conditions. A statistical estimation of

the required parameters would be a powerful addition to the basic controller.

Development of a control method which uses a more accurate machine model may also

yield better performance with real, non-ideal machines.
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Appendix A: Inverter Schematic.

The inverter consists of three identical phases attached to a common bus. A

single phase schematic appears in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Inverter phase.
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Appendix B: Position Encoder Logic.

; logic implementing state machine to decode encoder output

; inputs
; phaseA is encoder square wave output
; phaseB is encoder quadrature output

; outputs compatible with 80C196
; directionOut
; countOut

; internal states
stateA
stateB
lastA
lastB
count
output

stateA : = phaseA
stateB : = phaseB
lastA : = stateA
lastB := stateB
count = /stateA * /stateB * lastA * /lastB +

/stateA * /stateB * /lastA * lastB +
stateA * /stateB * /lastA * /lastB +
stateA * /stateB * lastA * lastB +
stateA * stateB * lastA * /lastB +
stateA * stateB * /lastA * lastB +

/stateA * stateB * /lastA * /lastB +
/stateA * stateB * lastA * lastB

direction = stateA * /lastB + /stateA * lastB

; For SSI implementation note that

direction = stateA : +: lastB
count = stateA : +: stateB : +: lastA : +: lastB
; which may be further simplified to
count = direction :+: stateB :+: lastA

; 80C196 requires toggled output

output = count : +: countOut
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; latched outputs

directionOut : = direction
countOut : = output



Appendix C: Software Make File.

# EPROM version of vector control code

start.hex: start.lnk
main.o
atod.o

encoder.o
hso.o
serial.o
current.o
pos.o

command.o
test.o
idvc.o

global.0
support.o
startup.o

xlink -f start.lnk

start.lnk: makefile
echo -c8096 -x -K
echo main.o
echo test.o

echo atod.o encoder.o hso.o serial.o
echo current.o pos.o command.o
echo idvc.o
echo support.o global.°
echo startup.o
echo -o start.hex -1 start.lst
echo -ZCODE=0000-2017
echo -ZCSTR=2100-2fff
echo -ZCONST=3000-4fff
echo -ZDATA,CSTACK=8000

>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
>>start.lnk
»start.lnk
>>start.lnk
»startAnk

main.o: main.c proto.h global.h 80196.h
c-96 -o main.o -1 main.lst -q main.c -e -v1 -s -ml

idvc.o: idvc.asm 80196.inc memory.inc system.inc define.inc
a8096 idvc.asm idvc.tst idvc.o

current.o:
c-96 -o

pos.o:

c-96 -o

command.o:
c-96 -o

test.o:

c-96 -o

atod.o:
c-96 -o

encoder.o:

c-96 -o

hso.o:
c-96 -o

serial.o:

c-96 -o

current.c proto.h

current.o -1 current.lst -q current.c -e -v1 -s -ml

pos.c proto.h 80196.h global.h
pos.o -1 pos.lst -q pos.c -v1 -s -ml

command.c proto.h 80196.h global.h
command.o -1 command.lst -q command.c -v1 -s -ml

test.c proto.h global.h

test.o -1 test.lst -q test.c -e -v1 -s -ml

atod.c proto.h 80196.h global.h
atod.o -1 atod.lst -q atod.c -v1 -s -ml

encoder.c proto.h 80196.h

encoder.o -1 encoder.lst -q encoder.c -v1 -s -ml

hso.c proto.h 80196.h
hso.o -1 hso.lst -q hso.c -v1 -s -ml

serial.c proto.h 80196.h global.h
serial.o -1 serial.lst -q serial.c -v1 -s -ml

44
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global.o: global.c
c-96 -o global.° global.lst -q global.c -v1 -s -ml

support.o: support.c proto.h 80196.h
c-96 -o support.o support.lst -q support.c -v1 -s -ml

startup.o: startup.asm 80196.inc
a8096 startup.asm startup.lst startup.o



Appendix D: Assembly Language Include Files.

80196 . Luc
80196 Special Function Registers

SP DEFINE 18H

AD_COMMAND DEFINE 02H
AD_GO EQU 08H
AD LOW EQU 02H
AD_BUSY_BIT EQU 3
AD HIGH EQU 03H

HSI_MODE DEFINE 03H

HSI_TIME DEFINE 04H
HSI_STATUS DEFINE 06H

HSO_TIME DEFINE 04H
HSO COMMAND DEFINE 06H
HSO_ALL EQU OCH
HSO_SET EQU 20H
HSO_AD EQU OFH

SBUF DEFINE 07H
SBUF_RX DEFINE 07H
SBUF TX DEFINE 07H

INT_MASK DEFINE 08H
INT_PENDING DEFINE 09H
INT_SOFT_TIMER EQU 20H

WATCHDOG DEFINE OAH

TIMER_1 DEFINE OAK
TIMER_2 DEFINE OCH

BAUD_RATE DEFINE OEH

PORT_O DEFINE OEH
PORT_1 DEFINE OFH
PORT_2 DEFINE 10H

SP_STAT DEFINE 11H
SP CON DEFINE 11H

WSR DEFINE 14H

IOSO DEFINE 15H
HSO_O_STATE EQU 01H
HS0_1_STATE EQU 02H
HS0_2_STATE EQU 04H
HSO_3_STATE EQU 08H
HS0_4_STATE EQU 10H
HS0_5_STATE EQU 20H
HSO_CAM_FULL EQU 40H
HSO_HOLDING_FULL EQU 80H
HSO_HOLDING_BIT EQU 7
10S1 DEFINE 16H

1000
10C1

DEFINE 15H

DEFINE 16H

PWM_CONTROL DEFINE 17H

defineinc

; assembly language definitions

; bit number

bit number of above

46
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; timing
CURRENT CYCLE EQU 100 ; ( HSO clocks = us )
ANGLE C7CLE EQU 5 ; ( current cycles )
SLIP _CYCLE EQU 5 ; ( angle cycles )
; delay between turn-off and turn-on
DEAD TIME EQU 2 ; ( HSO clocks )
; bootstrap holdup time
HIGH TIME EQU 500 ; (current cycles)
; conversion time
AD_TIME EQU 20 ; HSO clocks (us)

; A/D

; current monitors

; note that first must use HSO scheduling
I_MONITOR A EQU 1

I_MONITOR_B EQU (2 OR AD GO)
I_MONITOR C EQU (6 OR AD_GO)
; background monitored channel
; just one for now, later cycle through
BACKGROUND EQU (3 OR AD GO)

I_HYSTERESIS EQU (0 SHL 6) ; bits, left shifted

; HSO
; positive logic
A_LOW_CLEAR EQU 01
B_LOW_CLEAR EQU 03
C LOW CLEAR EQU 05
AIHIGTI_CLEAR EQU 00
B_HIGH_CLEAR EQU 02
C HIGH CLEAR EQU 04
A:LOW iET EQU (01 OR HSO_SET)
B LOW SET EQU (03 OR HSO_SET)
CLOWSET EQU (05 OR HSO_SET)
A:HIGT1 SET EQU (00 OR HSO_SET)
B_HIGH_SET EQU (02 OR HSO_SET)
C_HIGH_SET EQU (04 OR HSOSET)

; motor constants
; rated voltage
RPM_MAX EQU 2800
F_MAX EQU (RPM_MAX/60)
RATED_FLUX EQU 8 ; A/D bits

; encoder

ENCODER RESOLUTION EQU 4000
ANGLE_RESOLUTION EQU 2048
WR_MAX EQU (( ANOLE_RESOLUTION*F_MAX+200)/400)

memory.inc

;allocation of on-chip registers

ASEG
ORG24H

; LONG

; double word (long int) aligned

; The rotor angle. A long because of conversion from encoder resolution to
;internal representation of angle.
ThetaRmDSL1

; Commanded slip (angle / update cycle ).
DeltaSlipDSL1
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; Integrated slip angle.
ThetaSlipDSL1

; Reference frame angle. Aligns with A phase of excitation.
ThetaEDSL1

; Commanded value of A phase current. A long for calculation from Iqs and Ids.
IasDSL1

; Commanded value of B phase current.
IbsDSL1

; A scratch variable used in calculation of commanded currents.
tempDSL1

; Voltage input from driver. A long for averaging several samples.
inputDSL1

; Torque command. A long for weakening calculation.
torqueDSL1

; Commanded value of flux. A long for weakening calculation
fluxDSL1

; Commanded value of slip. A long for scaling with Iqs.
slipDSL1

; Measured speed. A long for conversion to standard units.
rpmDSL1

; For calculation of proportional gain for speed control loop.
Wr_commandDSL1

; INT

; word (int) aligned

; Time for next interrupt (hysteresis current control) cycle.
update_timeDSW1

; Index for control of secondary ( angular tracking ) cycle.
angle_updateDSW1
; Index for control of tertiary ( torque control input ) cycle.
slip_updateDSW1

; Commanded reference frame currents.
IqsDSW1
IdsDSW1

; Commanded stationary frame currents.
IaDSW1

IbDSW1
IcDSW1

; Current sensor reading at zero current.
Ia0DSW1

IbODSW1

IcODSW1

; Measured deviation of currents from that commanded.
IamDSW1

IbmDSW1
IcmDSW1

; Angle of B phase of excitation.
ThetaE_bDSW1

; Rotor angular rate.
WrDSW1

; Absolute value of rotor angular rate. Used for weakening calculations.
absWrDSW1
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; Copy of ThetaRm for use by tertiary loop.
angleDSW1

; Previous value of ThetaRm. Used for rotor rate calculation.
last_angleDSW1

; Control input voltage.
VDSW1

; Average of control input voltage.
V_averageDSW1

; Count of time upper switch has been on. Used to prevent undervoltage.
high_ADSW1
high_BDSW1
high_CDSW1

; Indirect vector control constant.
kSlipDSW1

; CHAR
; byte aligned

weakeningDSB1
; overcurrent indicators
faultDSB1

; EXTERN

PUBLIC absWr
PUBLIC angle
PUBLIC angle update
PUBLIC DeltaSlip
PUBLIC fault
PUBLIC flux
PUBLIC high_A
PUBLIC high_B
PUBLIC high_C
PUBLIC Ia
PUBLIC lb
PUBLIC lc
PUBLIC las
PUBLIC lbs
PUBLIC lam
PUBLIC Ibm
PUBLIC lcm
PUBLIC la°
PUBLIC lb0
PUBLIC 10
PUBLIC Iqs
PUBLIC Ids
PUBLIC input
PUBLIC kSlip
PUBLIC last_angle
PUBLIC rpm
PUBLIC slip
PUBLIC slip update
PUBLIC temp
PUBLIC ThetaE

PUBLIC ThetaE_b
PUBLIC ThetaRm
PUBLIC ThetaSlip
PUBLIC torque
PUBLIC update time
PUBLIC weakening
PUBLIC Wr
PUBLIC Wr_command
PUBLIC V
PUBLIC V_average



Appendix E: C Language Include Files.

80196.h

special function registers

/* Window Select Register
*/

#define WSR

/* I/O Status Registers
*/

#define
#define
Odefine
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

IOSO

HSO_O_STATE

HS0_1_STATE
HSO_2_STATE
HS0_3_STATE
HSO 4_STATE
HS0_5_STATE
HSO_CAM_FULL
HSO_HOLDING_FULL

#define 10S2
#define HSO_0_EVENT
#define HSO_1_EVENT
#define HSO_2_EVENT
#define HSO_3_EVENT
#define HSO 4_EVENT

#define HS0:5_EVENT
#define HSO_T2_EVENT
#define HSO_AD_EVENT

/* I/O Control Registers
*/

#define IOCO
/* note: bit 1 always 1 on reads
*/

#define SOFT22_RESET
#define EXT_T2_RESET
#define HSIO_RESET_SRC
#define HSI1_CLK_SRC

of the 80196

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x14 ))

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x15 ))
Ox01

0x02
0x04
0x08
Ox10
0x20
0x40
Ox80

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x17 ))
Ox01

0x02
0x04

0x08
Ox10
Ox20
0x40
Ox80

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x15 ))

/**/

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

I0C1

PWMO ENABLE
T2_0VFL_INT

HSO_4_ENABLE
TXD_ENABLE

HS0_5_ENABLE
/**/

#define IOC2
/* note: bit 7 always 1
*/

#define T2_FAST_ENABLE
#define T2 DOWN ENABLE
#define SLOW_PWM
#define AD_TIME_ENABLE
#define AD_NOT_PRESCALE
#define T2_MIDCNT_INT
#define HSO_LOCK_ENABLE
#define HSO_CAMCLEAR
/**/

#define BAUD RATE
#define BAUD_XTAL1

0x02
0x08
0x20
0x80

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x16 ))
Ox01
0x08

Ox10
0x20
0x40

(* (unsigned char *)( OxOB ))
on reads

Ox01

0x02
0x04
0x08
Ox10

0x20
0x40
0x80

(* (unsigned char *)( OxOE ))
0x80

#define 10C3 (* (unsigned char *)( OxOC))
/* note: bits 4-7 reserved,
*/

always write as ones
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#define T2_INTERNAL
#define T2_,CLOCK_DISABLE
#define PWM1_SELECT
#define PWM2_SELECT
#define 10C3 _RESERVED
/**/

#define BAUD_RATE
#define BAUD_XTAL1

/* Serial Port Registers
*/

/* status
*/

#define SP_STAT
#define SP_TXE
#define SP_TI

#define SP_TI
/* control
*/

#define SP_CON
#define SP_MODE_O
#define SP_MODE_1
#define SP_MODE_2
#define SP_MODE_3
#define SP_PEN
#define SP_REN
#define SP_TB8
/* buffers

same address for reads and
*/

#define SBUF

Ox01
Ox02
0x04

Ox08
OxFO

(* (unsigned char *)( OxOE ))
Ox80

(* (unsigned char *)( Ox11 ))
Ox08
Ox20

Ox40

(* (unsigned char *)( Ox11 ))
Ox00
Ox01

0x02
Ox03
0x04
Ox08
Ox10

writes

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x07 ))

/* Timer 1 Register
note: must be written in window 15

*/

#define TIMER1

/* Timer 2 Register
*/

#define TIMER_2

/* High Speed Output Registers
*/

#define HSO_TIME

#define HSO_COMMAND
#define HSO_TIMER_O
#define HSO_TIMER_1
#define RSO_TIMER_2
#define HSO_TIMER 3
#define HSO_TIMER_RESET
#define HSO_AD
#define HSO_INTERRUPT
#define HSO_SET
#define HSO_TIMER
#define HSO_CAM_LOCK

/* A to D converter
*/
#define AD COMMAND
#define AD_GO
#define AD_8_8ITS
/**/

#define AD LOW
#define AD_BUSY
#define AD_HIGH
#define AD SITS

/* I/O port 1
quasi-bidirectional

(* (unsigned int *)( OxOA ))

(* (unsigned int *)( OxOC ))

(* (unsigned int *) ( 0x04 ))

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x06 ))
Ox08

Ox09
OxOA
Ox08

OxOE

OxOF

Ox10

Ox20
0x40
Ox80

/* 1=timer 2, 0=timer 1 */

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x02 ))
0x08
Ox10

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x02 ))
Ox08

(* (unsigned char *)( 0x03 ))
OxFFCO
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*/

#define PORT 1

/* I/O port 2

shared with special functions

(* (unsigned char *)( OxOF ))

*/

#define PORT_2 (* (unsigned char *)( Ox10 ))
#define HV_ENABLE 0x020

/* interrupt control
*/,

#define INT_MASK
#define INT_PEND
#define INT_T1_0VF
#define INTAD_DONE
#define INT_HSI_DATA
#define INT_HSO_PIN
#define INT_HSI_O_PIN
#define INT_SOFT_TIMER
#define INT_SER_PORT
#define INT_EXT
#define INT_MASK_1
#define INT_PEND_1
#define INT_TI
#define INTRI
#define INT_HSI4
#define INT_T2_CAP
#define INT_T2 OVF
#define INT_EXT_INT
#define INT_FIFO_FULL
#define INT_NMI

global.h

#define SYSTEM_CLOCK
#define STATE_TIME
#define TIMERl_PERIOD

#define BAUD OUT
/* note: divide by
*/

#define BAUD WORD
#define BAUD_LOW
#define BAUD HIGH

(* (unsigned char *)( Ox08 ))
(* (unsigned char *)( 0x09 ))
Ox01

0x02
Ox04
0x08
410
0x20
Ox40
Ox80

(* (unsigned char *)( Ox11 ))
(* (unsigned char *)( Ox12 ))
Ox01

0x02
Ox04

Ox08
Ox10
0x20
0x40

Ox80

16.0e6

(2.0/SYSTEM_CLOCK)
(8.0*STATE_TIME)

9600

16 for 80c196kc, not 64

(unsigned int)(SYSTEM_CLOCK/(16*BAUD_OdT) - 1)
BAUD_WORD%256
BAUD WORD/256

/* lines per revolution
*/

#define ENCODER RESOLUTION 4000

/* bits for 5V analog input (full scale)
*/

#define A_D_RESOLUTION 1024

/* A to 0 channels
*/

#define BRAKE_COMMAND 0

#define I_MONITOR_A 1

#define I MONITOR B 2

#define T6RQUE GORMAND 3
#define DRIVE_MONITOR 4
#define HV_MONITOR 5

#define 1_MONITOR_C 6

#define SPARE MONITOR 7

/* high speed output channels
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*1

#define A_HIGH 0
#define A_LOW 1

#define B_HIGH 2

#define BLOW 3
#define C_HIGH 4
#define CLOW 5

/* self test parameters
*/

#define I_NOISE 5
#define ILOW_FAULT 15

#define LOW_TIMEOUT 4000
#define I_PULSE_MIN 25

#define I_PULSE_MAX 50

/* fault indicators
*1
#define A_HIGH_FAULT 0x02
#define A_LOW_FAULT 0x01

#define B_HIGH_FAULT 0x04
#define B_LOW_FAULT 0x20
#define C_HIGH_FAULT 0x40
#define C_LOW_FAULT 0x80
#define FAULT MASK OxE7

/* voltage levels (bits)
*/
#define IN MIN 532 /* 14.8 Volts */
#define LV_MAX 546 /* 15.2 Volts */
#define NV MIN 350 /* 105.6 Volts *1
#define HV_MAX 539 /* 150 Volts */

/* motor types
*/

#define MODIFIED
#define REWOUND 2
#define MOTOR MODIFIED

proto.h

/* main
*/
void main( void );
void monitor(void);

/* test
*/
int NV_Init(void);
int clamp( void );

int Low_check( int low, int AtoD, int offset );
int high check( int low, int high, int channel );

int low limit( int low_1, int high 1, int low 2, int high_2, int low 3, int AtoD, int offset );
int high_limit( int low, int high, int AtoD, int offset );

/* position update loop
*/

void position_init( void );
void position_update( void );

/* torque and slip command update loop
*/

void command_init( long int f, unsigned int t, unsigned int ks,
unsigned int fx );

void command_update( void );

/* A to D

*1
void AtoD_init(void);
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void Atop start( int channel );
int nt AtoD_read( void );

/* encoder
*/

void encoder_init( void );

unsigned int encoder read( void );

/* HSO
*/

void hso_init( void );
void hso_set( int channel );
void hso_ctear( int channel );

/* serial port
*/

void serial_init( void );
int spchk( void );

int getchar( void );
unsigned int getw( void );
int putchar( int c );
int puts( char *s );

unsigned int putw( unsigned int c);

/* current control loop
*/

void current_init( void );
/* void current update( void );

void pulse( unsigned int high, unsigned int low, int dI);
void set( unsigned int bit );

void clear( unsigned int bit ); */

/* supporting routines
*/

void delays( unsigned int n );
void delayl( unsigned int n );
int atoi(char *s);
int printf (const char *format, ...);
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Appendix F: Assembly Language Hardware Initialization
Modules.

startup.asm

Processor power-up code.

NAME startup

; processor special function registers
$80196.inc

; use compiler flat 64k memory model, not bank switched model
banking DEFINE 0

; stack is for function call and local variable storage
C_STACK_SIZE EQU 2048

EXTERN main

ASEG
ORG 2018H

; processor configuration byte
DCB 11111100B

1111111

111111disable powerdown feature
BUSWIDTH to determine width(1) or not(0)

I:I:selects -WR(1) or -WRL,-WRH(0)

;;;selects ALE(1) or -ADV(0)
(wait state limit (0=1 wait, 1=2 waits, 2=3 waits, 3=no limit)
write protected EPROM (0)
read protected EPROM (0)

RSEG CSTACK(1)
DSB C_STACK_SIZE

stack_begin:

ASEG
ORG 2080H

; code execution starts here at power-up
startup:

LD SP,#stack_begin
; C language initialization

LCALL main

; obscure variable required by C compiler
7CL8096_3_00_LOO:

PUBLIC ?CL8096_3_00_L00
; tag EPROM and date

DCB 'btw '

DCB DATE(5)
DCB DATE(4)
DCB DATE(6)
DCB "
DCB DATE(3)
DCB
DCB DATE(2)

ASEG
ORG 2000H
; hard coded interrupts

DCW OFFFFH ;

DCW OFFFFH ;

DCW OFFFFH ;

DCW OFFFFH ;

DCW OFFFFH ;

DCW 06000H ;

DCW OFFFFH ;

DCW OFFFFH ;

; From high to low addresses

interrupt 0
interrupt 1
interrupt 2
interrupt 3
interrupt 4

interrupt 5, software timer
interrupt 6
interrupt 7



ORG 2030H
DCW OFFFFH
DCW OFFFFH
DCW OFFFFH
DCW OFFFFH
DCW OFFFFH
OCW OFFFFH
DCW OFFFFH
DCW OFFFFH

END

; interrupt 8
; interrupt 9
; interrupt 10
; interrupt 11
; interrupt 12

; interrupt 13
; interrupt 14
; interrupt 15
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Appendix G: C Language Hardware Initialization Modules.

main.o

#include "proto.h"
#include uglobal.hu
#include "80196.h"

Long int fixedFrequency = 0;
int fixedTorque = 0;
unsigned int fixedKsLip = 0;
unsigned int fixedFlux = 0;
int speedtoop = 0;
int i = 0;

void main() (

/* initialize peripherals
*/

AtoD_init();
encoder_init();
hso_init();

serial_init();

/* initialize inverter
*/

if (INV_init())
return;

/* initialize vector control variables
*/

command_init( fixedFrequency, fixedTorque, fixedKslip=37, fixedFlux=8 );
position_init();
current_init();

/* foreground loop
*/

while (1) (
monitor();

/* function never returns
*/

extern int input;
extern int Wr;
extern int rpm;
extern char fault;
extern int Iqs;
extern int Ids;
extern int DeltaSlip;

void monitor()

44i;

printf( "%d \n ", i);

printf("input %d\n*, input);
printf(fispeed %d rpm %d \n ", Wr, rpm);

printf(ufault Xx\n*, fault);
printf( "Iqs %d Ids %d\n", Iqs, Ids);

printf( "d slip %d %d \n ", *(8DeltaSlip+1), DeltaSlip );
deLay1(500);
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atod.c

#include "proto.ha
#include "80196.h"
#include Hglobal.h"

#define AVERAGE 100
extern int Ia0, Ib0, Ic0;

/* A to D init

Configure Special Function Registers for the A/D converter.
*/

void AtoD_init()
C

char ioc;
int i;

/* read options
*/

WSR = 15;
ioc = I0C2;

WSR = 0;

1* clear bits */
ioc &= -AD_NOT_PRESCALE;
10C2 = ioc;

/* measure offset of current monitoring channels
*/

IaO = 0;

Ib0 = 0;

Ic0 = 0;

for (i=0; i<AVERAGE; ++i) (
AtoD_start(I_MONITOR A);
la() += AtoD_read()-512;

AtoD_start(I_MONITOR_B);
Ib0 += AtoD_read()-512;

AtoD_start(I_MONITOR_C);
IcO += AtoD_read()-512;

)

la0 = (1a0+AVERAGE/2)/AVERAGE;
Ib0 = (1b0+AVERAGE/2)/AVERAGE;
Ic0 = (Ic0+AVERAGE/2)/AVERAGE;

)

/* A to D start
.initiate conversion

*/

void AtoD_start(channel)
int channel;

C

AD COMMAND = channel 1 AD GO;

/* A to D read

Wait for conversion to finish before reading.
*/

unsigned int Atop read()
C

unsigned int result;

while( AD_LOW & AD_BUSY )

result = AD_LOW;
result += AD_HIGH*256;
result >>= 6;



return( result );

encoder.c

#include "proto.h"
#include "80196.h"
#include "global.h"

/* encoder init

initialization
*/

void encoder_init()
C

char ioc;

/* set options in 1000
*/

WSR = 15;
ioc = 1000;
WSR = 0;

/* clear bits */
ioc &= -(HSI1_CLK_SRC EXT_T2_RESET

i
HSIO_RESET_SRC SOFT_T2_RESET);

1000 = ioc;

/* set options in IOC1
*/

WSR = 15;
ioc = IOC1;

WSR = 0;
/* clear */

ioc 8= - (T2_OVFL_INT);
10C1 = ioc;

/* set options in I0C2
*/

WSR = 15;

ioc = I0C2;
WSR = 0;

/* set

note: since bit 7 reads as 1, the HSO CAM will be cleared
*

ioc 1= (12_FAST_ENABLE 1 T2_DOWN_ENABLE);
/* clear */

ioc &= -(T2_MIDCNT_INT);
I0C2 = ioc;

TIMER_2 = 0;

/* encoder_read
Return the current count from timer 2

*/

unsigned int encoder_read()
C

int theta = TIMER_2;

if (theta < 0)
TIMER_2 += 4000;

else if (theta >4000)

TIMER_2 -= 4000;

return( TIMER_2 );
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hso.c

#include "proto.h"
#include "80196.h"

/* hso init

Configure Special Function Registers for the high speed outputs.
*/
void hso_init()
C

char ioc;
int i;

/* enable all high speed outputs
*/

WSR = 15;
ioc = I0C1;
WSR = 0;

ioc 1= ( HS0_4_ENABLE 1 HS0_5_ENABLE );
IOC1 = ioc;

/* disable cam locks and clear
*/

WSR = 15;
ioc = I0C2;
WSR = 0;
ioc 1= HSO_CAM_CLEAR;
ioc &= -HSO_LOCK_ENABLE;
I0C2 = ioc;

/* reset timer 1 which will be used as source
*/

WSR = 15;
TIMER_1 = 0;
WSR = 0;

/* hso set
Turn on.

*/

void hso set( channel )
int channel;

C

while( IOSO & HSO_HOLDING_FULL )

HSO_COMMAND = channel 1 HSO_SET;
HSO_TIME = TIMER_1 + 2;

/* hso clear
Turn off.

*/

void hso clear( channel )
int channel;

C

while( IOSO & HSO_HOLDING_FULL )

HSO COMMAND = channel;

HSO:TIME = TIMER_1 + 2;

/* hso will set

Schedule turn on.
*/

void hso_will_set( channel, t )
int channel;
unsigned int t;
C
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HSO_COMMAND = channel I HSO_SET;
HSO_TIME = t;

)

/* hso will clear
Schedule turn off.

*/

void hso_will_clear( channel, t )
int channel;
unsigned int t;
C

HSO_COMMAND = channel;
HSO_TIME = t;

/* hso wait

Wait for last hso command to be effected.
*/

void hso_wait(pin)
int pin;

C

unsigned int bit;

bit = 1 << pin;

while ( 1(10S0 & bit) )

/* hso will AD

Schedule an A/D conversion using the high speed output.
*/

void hso_will AD( channel, t )
int channel;
unsigned int t;
C

AD_COMMAND = channel;
HSO_COMMAND = HSO_AD;
HSO_TIME = t;

)

serial.c

#include "proto.h"
#include "80196.h"
#include "global.h"

/* serial init
initialization

*/

void serial_init()
C

char loci;

/* baud rate = (crystal frequency /(64 *(B +1))

load rate sequentially, low byte first
most significant bit determines source

BAUD_RATE = BAUD LOW;
BAUD_RATE = BAUD HIGH 1 BAUD_XTAL1;

/* clear 9th data bit
enable the receiver
disable parity
set mode 1 (standard asynchronous)

SP_CON = SP_REN + SP_MODE_1;
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/* enable the TXD pin
*/

WSR = 15;
iocl = 10C1;
WSR = 0;
10C1 = iocl 1 TXD ENABLE;

)

/* spchk
Check serial port for received character.

*/

int spchk()
C

return( SP_STAT & SP_R1 );
)

/* getchar
Get a character from the serial port.
Uses polled operation.

*/

int getchar()
C

/* wait until character received
*/

while( !(SP_STAT & SP RI) )

return(SBUF);
)

/* getw
Get a word from the serial port.

*/

unsigned int getw()
C

unsigned int w;

w = getchar();
w += getchar()*256;
return( w );

)

/* putchar
Put a character to the serial port.

*/

int putchar( c )
int c;

C

int x;

/* wait until buffer emtpy
*/

while( l(SP_STAT & SP_TXE) )

SBUF = c;

for (x=0; x<100; ++x)

return(c);

)

/* puts
Put a string to the serial port.

*/

int puts( s )
char *s;

C

int c;
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while (*s) (
c=*s;

if ( putchar(c)!= c)

return(0);
++s;

)

return(1);

/* putw
Put a word to the serial port.

*/

unsigned int putw( c )
unsigned int c;
C

putchar(c%256);
putchar(c/256);
return(c);

test.c

#include "proto.h"
#include "global.h"
#include "80196.h"

extern int lam, Ibm, Icm;
extern int la0, IbO, IcO;
#define TIME OUT 10

/* HV init

Initialize the inverter.
Recharge the bootstrap supplies.
Test all overcurrent indicators.

*/

int HV_init() (
int error;

int voltage;
int i;

unsigned int count;
unsigned char fault;

error = 0;

/* gate drive supply
*/

AtoD_start(DRIVE_MONITOR);
voltage = AtoD_read();

printf("Drive voltage = %d bits, %d mV\n", voltage, voltage*28);
error = (voltage < LV_MIN 11 voltage > LV_MAX);
if (error)

goto done;

hso_tlear(A_LOW);
hso_clear(B_LOW);
hso_clear(C_LON);

hso_clear(A_HIGH);
hso_clear(B_HIGH);
hso_clear(C_HIGH);

/* check that HV is off
*/

AtoD_start(HV_MONITOR);
voltage = AtoD_read();

error = (voltage > HV_MIN && voltage< HV_MAX );
if (error)

goto done;

/* clamp phase legs to ground
*/
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error = !clamp();
if (error)

goto done;

/* low voltage checkout
*/

error = Ihigh_check( A_LOW, A_HIGH, I_MONITOR_A );
if (error) (

printf("A high faits check\n");
goto done;

)

error = !high_check( B_LOW, B_HIGH, I_MONITOR_B );
if (error) (

printf("B high fails check\n");
goto done;

)

error = !high check( CLOW, C_HIGH, I_MONITOR_C);
if (error) (

printf("C high fails check \n ");
goto done;

)

printf("System passes high side checks\n");

/* high voltage checkout
*/

printf("Enable high voltage\n");
do C

AtoD_start(HV_MONITOR);
voltage = AtoD_read();
if (spchk())

goto done;
) while (voltage < HV_MIN );
delayl(10);
AtoD_start(HV_MONITOR);
voltage = AtoD_read();
if (voltage > MV _MAX) (

printf("Excess high voltage\n");
error = 1;
goto done;

)

/* test low switches */
/* phase A */

error = !low Limit( BLOW, B_HIGH, C_LOW, C_HIGH, A_LOW, I MONITOR B, Ib0 );
if (error) (

printf("No limit A low\n");
goto done;

)

error = !clamp();
if (error)

goto done;

/* phase B */

error = Ilow_limit( C_LOW, C_HIGH, A_LOW, A_HIGH, B_LOW, I_MONITOR_C, IcO );
if (error) (

printf("No limit B low\n");
goto done;

)

error = !clamp();
if (error)

goto done;

/* phase C */

error = 'Low limit( ALOW, A_HIGH, B_LOW, B_HIGH, C_LOW, I_MONITOR_A, Ia0 );
if (error) (

printf("No limit C low\n");
goto done;

)

error = !clamp();
if (error)



goto done;

/* test high switches */
/* phase A */

error = Ihigh_limit( PLOW, A_HIGH, I_MONITOR_B, Ib0 );
if (error) (

printf("No limit A high\n");
goto done;

)

error = !clamp();
if (error)

goto done;

/* phase B */

error = Ihigh_limit( BLOW, B_HIGH, I_MONITOR_C, Ic0 );
if (error) (

printf("No limit B high\n");
goto done;

)
error = !clamp();

if (error)

goto done;

/* phase C */

error = Ihigh_limit( CLOW, C_HIGH, I_MONITOR_A, la0 );
if (error) (

printf("No limit C high\n");
goto done;

1
error = !clamp();
if (error)

goto done;
done:

if (error) (

hso_clear(A_LOW);
hso_clear(B_LOW);
hso_clear(C_LOW);

)

return !error;

/* clamp

Turn on low-side switches. This grounds the motor and
recharges the bootstrap supplies.

*/

int clamp()

int count;

unsigned char fault;

for (count=0; count<TIME_OUT; ++count) (
hso_set(A_LOW);

delays(10);
fault = -PORT_1;

if (fault!= A_LOW_FAULT)
break;

hso_clear(A_LOW);
delay1(2);

)

if (count== TIME_OUT) (

printf("fail at clamp, A\n");
return(0);

)

for (count=0; count<TIME_OUT; ++count) (
hso_set(C_LOW);
delays(10);
fault = -PORT 1;
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if (fault!= C_LOW_FAULT)
break;

hso_clear(C_LOW);
delayl(2);

)

if (count==TIME_OUT)
printf( "fail at clamp, C\n");
retUrn(0);

1
delayl(100);

for (count=0; count<TIME OUT; ++count) (
hso_set(BLOW);
delays(10);
fault = PORT_1;
if (faultl= B_LOW_FAULT)

break;
hso_clear(B_LOW);
delayl(2);

if (count==TIME_OUT) (

printfefail at clamp, B %x \n ", fault);
while(1)'

return(0);

delayl(100);

return(1);

/* high check

Test the switches for current flow with only 15 Volts on the bus.
*/

int high_check( low, high, channel )
int low, high, channel;

unsigned int pulse;
int i;

unsigned int time;
int AtoD;

int offset;
int c;

if (MOTOR==MODIFIED)
pulse = 500;

else
pulse = 300;

for (i=0; i<3; ++i) (

switch (i) (
case 0: AtoD = I MONITOR A; offset = la0; break;
case 1: AtoD = I_MONITOR_B; offset = IbO; break;
case 2: AtoD = I_MONITOR_C; offset = Ic0; break;
default: break;

time = TIMER _1 + 1000;

hso_will_clear(low, time);
hso_will_set(high, time+5);
hso_will_clear(high, time+pulse+5);
hso_will_AD(AtoD, time+pulse-10);
delayl(2);
c = AtoD_read() - offset - A_D_RESOLUTION/2;
hso_set(low);
if (Ato0==channel) (

printf("current %c = %d \n ", 'A'+i, c);
if ( c < I_PULSE_MIN If c > I_PULSE_MAX )

return (0);

) else (
c = -c;
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printf(Hcurrent %c = %d \n ", 'A' +i, c);
if ( c < I_PULSE_MIN/2 11 c > I_PULSE_MAX/2 )

return (0);

return (1);

/* low Limit

Find the minimum current which trips the given low-side overcurrent
detector, or report an error.

*/

int low_limit( tow 1, high_l, low_2, high_2, low_3, AtoD, offset )
int low_l, high 1, low 2, high_2, low 3, AtoD, offset;

unsigned int limit;
unsigned int begin;
unsigned int step;
unsigned int pulse;
unsigned int time;
int c;

unsigned char fault;

if (MOTOR==MODIFIED) C
limit = 2000;

begin = 700;
step = 100;

) else C
limit = 500;

begin = 200;
step = 50;

)

for (pulse= begin; pulse<=limit; pulse+=step) C
time = TIMER_1 + 1000;

hso_will_clear(low_1, time);
hso_will_clear(low_2, time);
hso_will_set(high_l, time+5);
hso_will_set(high_2, time+5);
hso_will AD(AtoD, time+pulse-10);

hso_will_clear(high_l, time+pulse+5);
hso_will_clear(high_2, time+pulse+5);
delayl(5);

c = AtoD_read() - offset A_D_RESOLUTION/2;
fault = PORT_1;
hso_set(low_1);
hso_set(low_2);
if (fault)

hso_clear(low_3);
hso_set(low_3);

printf("Overcurrent at Xd, %d indicator %x\n", c, pulse, fault);
return(1);

delayl(20);

printf("%d, %d indicator %x\nH, c, pulse, fault );
getchar();

)

delayl(100);

return(0);
)

/* high limit

Find the minimum current which trips the given high-side overcurrent
detector, or report an error.

*/

int high_limit( low, high, AtoD, offset )
int low, high, AtoD, offset;
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unsigned int limit;
unsigned int begin;
unsigned int step;
unsigned int pulse;
unsigned int start;
unsigned int end;
int c;

int lastc;
unsigned char fault;

if (MOTOR==MODIFIED) (
limit = 2000;
begin = 700;

step = 100;
) else (

limit = 500;
begin = 200;

step = 50;
)

c = lastc = 0;

for (pulse= begin; pulse<=limit; pulse+=step) C
start = 1000;
end = start+pulse+5;
WSR = 15;
TIMER_1 = 0;
WSR = 0;

hso_will_clear(low, start);
hso_will_set(high, start+5);

hso_will_AD(AtoD, end-15);
hso_will_clear(high, end);
while (TIMER.) < end) C

fault = -PORT_1;
if (fault) (

c = -(AtoD_read() offset A_D_RESOLUTION/2);
if (lastc>c)

c = lastc;

printf("Overcurrent at %d, %d indicator %x\n", c, pulse, fault);
hso_set(low);
return(1);

)

fault = -PORT_1;

c = -(AtoD_read() - offset - A D_RESOLUTION/2);

printf("%d, %d indicator %x\n", c, pulse, fault );
hso_set(low);
lastc = -(AtoD_read() offset - A_D_RESOLUTION/2);
delayl(20);
getchar();

)

delayl(100);

return(0);
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Appendix H: C Support Modules.

support.c

#include "proto.h"
#include *80196.h*

/* delays
delay by number of timer 1 clocks (us)
*/

void delays( n )
unsigned int n;
C

unsigned int now;
unsigned int end;

now = TIMER_1;
end = now+n;

if (end<now) C
/* wait for rollover first */
while(TIMER_1 > end)

while(TIMER_1 < end)

/* delayl

delay by number of 1000 * timerl clocks (ms)
*/

void delayl( n )
unsigned int n;
C

while (n--)
delays(1000);
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Appendix I: Assembly Language Vector Control Modules.

idvc.asm

NAME idvc(16)
RSEG CODE(1)
RSEG DATA(1)

$80196.1NC

SMEMORY.1NC
SSYSTEM.INC
SDEFINE.INC

; only when used with monitor ROM

; variables to control modes of operation
; storage allocated in C
EXTERN fixedFrequency
EXTERN fixedTorque
EXTERN fixedKslip
EXTERN fixedFlux
EXTERN speedLoop

PUBLIC
PUBLIC

current_update
position_update

ASEG
ORG 06000H
current_update:

PUSHF

; read A/D converter immediately upon entry
ST AD_LOW, lam

; in order to start next channel
LDB AD COMMAND, #I_MONITOR_B

LDB fault, PORT_1
NOTB fault
JE this

; clear all switches

LDB HSO_COMMAND, #HSO_ALL
ADD HSO_TIME, T1MER_1, #2
LJMP currents_done

this:

LDB PORT_1, #OEFH

and set up next interrupt

LDB HSO_COMMAND, #24
ADD update_time, #CURRENT_CYCLE
ST update_time, HSO_TIME

phase_A:

; clear unused bits

; check current level

; current too high
over A:

ANN lam, #OCOH

SUB lam, Ia
CMP lam, #I_HYSTERESIS
JLE under_A

CLR high_A
LDB HSO_COMMAND, #A_HIGH_CLEAR
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #2

; holding register may take up to 8 state times to clear
if clear, lost 5 states here to make sure
if set, jump takes 9 states to reach same place

JBS IOSO, HSO_HOLDING_BIT, wait_high_A
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wait_high_A:

under A:

; current too tow

LOB HSO_COMMAND, #A_LOW_SET
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #DEAD_TIME
SJMP phase_B

CMP lam, #(-I_HYSTERESIS)
JGE within A

INC high_A
CMP high_A, #HIGH_TIME

; check if supply needs rebooting

JE over_A
; bootstrap voltage still available

LDB HSO_COMMAND, #A_LOW_CLEAR
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #2
JBS IOSO, HSO_HOLDING_BIT, wait_low_A

wait_low_A:

LDB liSO_COMMAND, #A_HIGH_SET
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER.), #DEAD_TIME
SJMP phase_B

; current within hysteresis band
within A:

CMP high_A, 0
JE phase_B
INC high_A
CMP high_A, #HIGH_TIME
JE over_A

phase_B:
; check for A/D conversion complete

JBS AD_LOW, AD_BUSY_BIT, phase_B

; read

; current control

over_B:

wait_high_B:

under_B:

wait_low_B:

ST AD_LOW, Ibm
LDB AD_COMMAND, #I_MONITOR_C
ANDB Ibm, #OCOH

SUB Ibm, lb
CMP Ibm, #I_HYSTERESIS
JLE under_B

CLR high_B
LDB HSO_COMMAND, #B_HIGH_CLEAR
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER), #2
JBS IOSO, HSO_HOLDING_BIT, wait_high_B

LDB HSO_COMMAND, #B_LOW_SET
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #DEAD_TIME
SJMP phase_C

CMP Ibm, #(-I_HYSTERESIS)
JGE within_B

INC high_B
CMP high_B, #HIGH_TIME
JE over_B
LDB HSO_COMMAND, #B_LOW_CLEAR
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #2
JBS IOSO, HSO_HOLDING_BIT, wait_low_B

LDB HSO_COMMAND, #B_HIGH_SET
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #DEAD_TIME
SJMP phase_C

within_B:

; current within hysteresis band

CMP high_B, 0
JE phase_C
INC high_B
CMP high_B, #HIGH_TIME
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phase_C:

; current control

over_C:

wait_high_C:

under_C:

wait_low_C:

within_C:
; current within hysteresis band

JE over_B

JBS AD_LOW, AD_BUSY_BIT, phase_C

ST AD_LOW, lcm
LDB AD_COMMAND, #BACKGROUND
ANDB lcm, #OCOH

SUB lcm, lc
CMP Icm, #[ HYSTERESIS
JLE under_C

CLR high C
LDB HSO_COMMAND, #C_HIGH CLEAR
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #i
JBS IOSO,HSO_HOLDliG_BIT, wait_high_C

LDB HSO COMMAND, #C_LOW_SET
ADD HSO:TIME, TIMER_1, #DEAD_TIME
SJMP currents_done

CMP lcm, #(-I_HYSTERESIS)
JGE within_C

INC high_C
CMP high_C, #H1GH_TIME
JE over_C

LDB HSO_COMMAND, #C_LOW_CLEAR
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #2
JBS IOSO, HSO_HOLDING_BIT, wait_low_C

LDB HSO_COMMAND, #C_HIGH_SET
ADD HSO_TIME, TIMER_1, #DEAD_TIME
SJMP currents_done

CMP high_C, 0
JE currents done
INC high_C
CMP high_C, #HIGH_TIME
JE over_C

currents_done:

; schedule conversion of first channel to end before start of next cycle
LDB AD_COMMAND, #I_MONITOR_A
LDB HSO_COMMAND, #HSO_AD
SUB HSO_TIME, update time, #AD_TIME

; further processing ?

INC angle_update
CMP angle_update, #ANGLE_CYCLE
JE position_update

LOB PORT_1, #OFFH

; re-enable interrupts

EI

POPF

RET

position_update:

other channels:
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LDB PORT_1, #0F7H
; get A/D conversion immediately

JBS AD_LOW, AD_BUSY_BIT, other_channels
ST AD_LOW, V

; and reset counter

CLR angle_update

; now routine may be interrupted

ORB INT MASK, #INT_SOFT_TIMER
EI

integrate voltage being monitored
; must be reset to avoid overflow

SHR V, #6
ADD V_average, V

; integrate slip angle
ADD ThetaSlip, DeltaSlip
ADDC ThetaSlip+2, DeltaSlip+2

; discard roll overs
; result is a positive angle

CMP ThetaSlip+2, 0
JGE theta_positive
ADD ThetaSlip+2, #0800H

theta_positive: AND ThetaSlip+2, #07FFH

; rotor position

LD ThetaRm, TIMER_2
; keep in range of one revolution

CMP ThetaRm, #ENCODER_RESOLUTION
JLT thetaRm_low

overflow

SUB ThetaRm, #ENCODER_RESOLUTION
SUB TIMER_2, #ENCODER_RESOLUTION
SJMP thetaRm done

;

thetaRm low:

; underflow

CMP ThetaRm, 0
JGE thetaRm done

ADD ThetaRm, #ENCODER_RESOLUTION
ADD TIMER_2, #ENCODER_RESOLUTION

thetaRm_done:

; convert to internal angle representation
; *2^27/4000

MULU ThetaRm, #33554
; reference frame position
; add slip

CLit ThetaE+2
ADD ThetaE, ThetaSlip, ThetaRm
ADDC ThetaE+2, ThetaSlip+2
ADD ThetaE+2, ThetaRmr1-2

round off

LD ThetaE, ThetaE+2
INC ThetaE

and discard rollovers

AND ThetaE, #07FEH
; frame + 120 degrees

ADD ThetaE_b, ThetaE, #((ANGLE_RESOLUTION+1)/3);
AND ThetaE_b, #07FEH

; stationary currents
; phase A

Iqs *cos(Theta) + Ids*sin(Theta)

MUL las, lqs, cos(ThetaE]
MUL temp, Ids, sin1ThetaEl
ADD Ias, temp
ADDC las+2, temp+2

; multiply by 2 to compensate for signed multiply

SHLL Ias, #1
; round off
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JC phase_A_negative
; only necessary for positive numbers

ADD las, #08000H
ADDC Ias+2, 0

phase_A_negative:

B
; Iqs *cos(Theta +120) + Ids*sin(Theta+120)

MUL Ibs, Iqs, cos(ThetaE_b)
MUL temp, Ids, sin(ThetaE_b]
ADD Ibs, temp
ADDC Ibs+2, temp+2
SHLL Ibs, #1
JC phase_B_negative
ADD Ibs, #08000H
ADDC Ibs +2, 0

phase_B_negative:

; commanded currents
; phase A

B

C = -(la+Ib)

ADD temp, las+2, #512
ADD temp, la°
SHL temp, #6
LD la, temp

ADD temp, lbs+2, #512
ADD temp, IbO
SHL temp, #6
LD lb, temp

ADD temp, Ias +2, Ibs+2
NEG temp
ADD temp, #512
ADD temp, la
SHL temp, #6
LD lc, temp

; next level of processing

INC slip_update
CMP slip update, #SLIP_CYCLE
JE command_update

LDS PORT_1, #OFFH
POPF
RET

command_ update:

; move out variables
; so faster routines can re-use

LDS PORT 1, #OEFH
LD input, V_average
CLR V_average
LD angle, ThetaRm+2
CLR slip update

; find average input

; with round off

CLR input+2
DIVU input, #SLIP_CYCLE

ADD input+2, #(SLIP_CYCLE /2)
ADDC input, 0

; set torque level

; convert to current command
; maps 492 - 332 of input
; to 0 - 480 of lqs

CMP 0, fixedlorque
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JNE rotor_rate
CMP input, #300
JLE input_brake
CMP input, #495
JLE scale_torque

input_brake:

CMP input, #525
JLE input_out_of_range
CMP ihput, #725
JGE input_out_of_range
CMP Wr, #50
JGE limit_regen
SUB torque, input, #525
NEG torque
SHL torque, #1
CMP torque, #-288
JGE rotor_rate
LD torque, #-288
SJMP rotor_rate

input_out_of_range:

CLR torque
SJMP rotor_rate

scale_torque:

CMP Wr, #-50
JLE input_out_of_range
SUB torque, input, #495
NEG torque
SHL torque, #1
CMP torque, #288
JLE rotor_rate
LD torque, #288
SJMP rotor_rate

limit_regen:

LD torque, #-50

rotor_rate:

; must check two times faster than fastest rate of revolution
; ( does not assume positive direction of rotation )

CLRB weakening
SUB Wr, angle, last angle
CMP Wr, #1024
JLE rotor_speed
SUB Wr, #2048

; compute absolute value of speed
rotor_speed:

LD absWr, Wr
CMP absWr, 0
JGE Wr_positive
NEG absWr

Wr_positive:
; in rpm for displaying
; rpm = (angle-last angle) /(2048 angle units/rev) * (400 cycles/s) * (60 s/min)

LD rpm, absWr
MULU rpm, #24000
SHLL rpm, #5
LD rpm, rpm+2

speed_control:

CMP 0, speedloop
JE flux weakening

; convert input to speed command
; maps 0 - 1024 of input
; to -64 - +64 Hz

SHR input, #4
SUB input, #32
MUL Wr_command, input, #16384



Wr_low_limit:

Wr_done:

flux_weakening:

flux_ok:

DIV Wr_command, #25
SUB Wr_command, Wr
EXT Wr_command
DIV Wr_command, speedLoop
CMP Wr_command, #192
JLE Wrlow_limit
LD Wr__command, #192
SJMP Wr_done

CMP Wr_command, #(-192)
JGE Wr done
LD Wr_command, #-192

ST Wr_command, torque

CMP absWr, 0
JE under_speed
CMP absWr, #WR_MAX
JLE under_speed
NOTB weakening
LD flux, #(RATED FLUX*WR_MAX)
CLR flux+2
DIVU flux, absWr
ADD flux+2, #08000H
ADDC flux, 0
CMP flux, #1
JGE flux_ok
LD flux, #1

LD Ids, flux

weaken torque
(in series equivalent region)

under_speed:

MULU torque, #WR_MAX
DIVU torque, absWr
ADD torque+2, #8000H
ADDC torque, 0
SJMP iqs_command

LD Ids, #RATED_FLUX

; variable flux

; for calibration (use only at zero speed)
CMP 0, fixedFlux
JNE iqs_command
SUB input, #492
SHR input, #3
CMP input, #1
JGE abovet
LD input, #1

above f: CMP input, #30
JLE done_f
LD input, #30

done_f: LD Ids, input

iqs_command:

update_iqs:

slip_command:

CMP 0, speedLoop
JNE update_iqs
CMP 0, fixedTorque
JNE Slip command

LD Iqs, torque

MUL slip, Iqs, kSlip
DIV slip, Ids
CMP 0, fixedFrequency
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JNE update_k
EXT slip
SKI. slip, #7
ST slip, DeltaSlip
ST slip+2, DeltaSlip+2

update_k:

; variable slip constant

; for calibration (use only at zero speed)
CMP 0, fixedKslip
JNE command done
SUB input, #492
CMP input, 0
JGE above_k
LD input,0

above_k: CMP input, #100
JLE done_k
LD input, #100

done_k: LD kSlip, input

command done:
; for next cycle

END

LD last_angle, angle

LDB PORT_1, #0FFN
POPF

RET
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Appendix J: C Language Vector Control Modules.

command.c

#include "proto.h"
#include "80196.h"

extern long int ThetaSlip;
extern long int DeltaSlip;
extern int Ids, Iqs;
extern int V_average;
extern int kSlip;
extern int slip update;

extern unsigned int last_angle;
extern tong int flux;

/* command init

Set variables for torque command update loop.
*/

void command_init( f, t, ks, fx )
long int f;

unsigned int t;
unsigned int ks;
unsigned int fx;

/* set for angle update loop
*/

ThetaSlip = 0;
DeltaSlip = f;
Iqs = t;
Ids = fx;

V_average = 0;

/* own loop
*/

kSlip = ks;
slip_update = 0;
last_angle = 0;
flux = 0;

pos.c

#include "proto.h"
#include "80196.h"

extern int angle_update;

/* position int

Set variables for reference frame position update.
*/

void position_init() (

/* own loop
*/

angle_update =

current.c

#include "proto.h"
#include "80196.h"
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#include uglobal.h"

extern unsigned int update_time;

extern unsigned int Ia, Ib, Ic;
extern int high_A, high_B, high_C;

/* current init

Set up current control loop on interrupt basis.
*/

void current_init()

/* zero commanded currents
*/

la = lb = Ic = 32768;
/* zero bootstrap-on count
*/

high_A = high_B = high_C = 0;

/* ready first channel
*/

AtoD_start(I_MONITOR_A);

/* enable software interrupts
*/

disable_interrupt();
INT_MASK 1= INT_SOFT_TIMER;
enable_interrupt();

HSO_COMMAND = HSO_TIMER_0 HSO_INTERRUPT;
update_time = TIMER1 + 1000;
HSO_TIME = update_time;
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Appendix K: Cosine and Sine Look-up Tables.

global.c

const unsigned int cost] = C

32767,32766,32765,32761,32757,32752,32745,32737,
32728,32717,32705,32692,32678,32663,32646,32628,
32609,32589,32567,32545,32521,32495,32469,32441,
32412,32382,32351,32318,32285,32250,32213,32176,
32137,32098,32057,32014,31971,31926,31880,31833,
31785,31736,31685,31633,31580,31526,31470,31414,
31356,31297,31237,31176,31113,31050,30985,30919,
30852,30783,30714,30643,30571,30498,30424,30349,
30273,30195,30117,30037,29956,29874,29791,29706,
29621,29534,29447,29358,29268,29177,29085,28992,
28898,28803,28706,28609,28510,28411,28310,28208,
28105,28001,27896,27790,27683,27575,27466,27356,
27245,27133,27019,26905,26790,26674,26556,26438,
26319,26198,26077,25955,25832,25708,25582,25456,
25329,25201,25072,24942,24811,24680,24547,24413,
24279,24143,24007,23870,23731,23592,23452,23311,
23170,23027,22884,22739,22594,22448,22301,22154,
22005,21856,21705,21554,21403,21250,21096,20942,
20787,20631,20475,20317,20159,20000,19841,19680,
19519,19357,19195,19032,18868,18703,18537,18371,
18204,18037,17869,17700,17530,17360,17189,17018,
16846,16673,16499,16325,16151,15976,15800,15623,
15446,15269,15090,14912,14732,14553,14372,14191,
14010,13828,13645,13462,13279,13094,12910,12725,
12539,12353,12167,11980,11793,11605,11417,11228,
11039,10849,10659,10469,10278,10087,9896,9704,
9512,9319,9126,8933,8739,8545,8351,8157,
7962,7767,7571,7375,7179,6983,6786,6590,
6393,6195,5998,5800,5602,5404,5205,5007,
4808,4609,4410,4210,4011,3811,3612,3412,
3212,3012,2811,2611,2410,2210,2009,1809,
1608,1407,1206,1005,804,603,402,201,
0,-201,-402,-603,-804,-1005,-1206,-1407,
-1608,-1809,-2009,-2210,-2410,-2611,-2811,-3012,
-3212,-3412,-3612,-3811,-4011,-4210,-4410,-4609,
-4808,-5007,-5205,-5404,-5602,-5800,-5998,-6195,
-6393,-6590,-6786,-6983,-7179,-7375,-7571,-7767,
-7962,-8157,-8351,-8545,-8739,-8933,-9126,-9319,
-9512,-9704,-9896,-10087,-10278,-10469,-10659,-10849,
-11039,-11228,-11417,-11605,-11793,-11980,-12167,-12353,
-12539,-12725,-12910,-13094,-13279,-13462,-13645,-13828,
-14010,-14191,-14372,-14553,-14732,-14912,-15090,-15269,
-15446,-15623,-15800,-15976,-16151,-16325,-16499,-16673,
-16846,-17018,-17189,-17360,-17530,-17700,-17869,-18037,
-18204,-18371,-18537,-18703,-18868,-19032,-19195,-19357,
-19519,-19680,-19841,-20000,-20159,-20317,-20475,-20631,
-20787,-20942,-21096,-21250,-21403,-21554,-21705,-21856,
-22005,-22154,-22301,-22448,-22594,-22739,-22884,-23027,
-23170,-23311,-23452,-23592,-23731,-23870,-24007,-24143,
-24279,-24413,-24547,-24680,-24811,-24942,-25072,-25201,
-25329,-25456,-25582,-25708,-25832,-25955,-26077,-26198,
-26319,-26438,-26556,-26674,-26790,-26905,-27019,-27133,
-27245,-27356,-27466,-27575,-27683,-27790,-27896,-28001,
-28105,-28208,-28310,-28411,-28510,-28609,-28706,-28803,
-28898,-28992,-29085,-29177,-29268,-29358,-29447,-29534,
-29621,-29706,-29791,-29874,-29956,-30037,-30117,-30195,
-30273,-30349,-30424,-30498,-30571,-30643,-30714,-30783,
-30852,-30919,-30985,-31050,-31113,-31176,-31237,-31297,
-31356,-31414,-31470,-31526,-31580,-31633,-31685,-31736,
-31785,-31833,-31880,-31926,-31971,-32014,-32057,-32098,
-32137,-32176,-32213,-32250,-32285,-32318,-32351,-32382,
-32412,-32441,-32469,-32495,-32521,-32545,-32567,-32589,
-32609,-32628,-32646,-32663,-32678,-32692,-32705,-32717,
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-32728,-32737,-32745,-32752,-32757,-32761,-32765,-32766,
-32767,-32766,-32765,-32761,-32757,-32752,-32745,-32737,
-32728,-32717,-32705,-32692,-32678,-32663,-32646,-32628,
-32609,-32589,-32567,-32545,-32521,-32495,-32469,-32441,
-32412,-32382,-32351,-32318,-32285,-32250,-32213,-32176,
-32137,-32098,-32057,-32014,-31971,-31926,-31880,-31833,
-31785,-31736,-31685,-31633,-31580,-31526,-31470,-31414,
-31356,-31297,-31237,-31176,-31113,-31050,-30985,-30919,
-30852,-30783,-30714,-30643,-30571,-30498,-30424,-30349,
-30273,-30195,-30117,-30037,-29956,-29874,-29791,-29706,
-29621,-29534,-29447,-29358,-29268,-29177,-29085,-28992,
-28898,-28803,-28706,-28609,-28510,-28411,-28310,-28208,
-28105,-28001,-27896,-27790,-27683,-27575,-27466,-27356,
-27245,-27133,-27019,-26905,-26790,-26674,-26556,-26438,
-26319,-26198,-26077,-25955,-25832,-25708,-25582,-25456,
-25329,-25201,-25072,-24942,-24811,-24680,-24547,-24413,
-24279,-24143,-24007,-23870,-23731,-23592,-23452,-23311,
-23170,-23027,-22884,-22739,-22594,-22448,-22301,-22154,
-22005,-21856,-21705,-21554,-21403,-21250,-21096,-20942,
-20787,-20631,-20475,-20317,-20159,-20000,-19841,-19680,
-19519,-19357,-19195,-19032,-18868,-18703,-18537,-18371,
-18204,-18037,-17869,-17700,-17530,-17360,-17189,-17018,
-16846,-16673,-16499,-16325,-16151,-15976,-15800,-15623,
-15446,-15269,-15090,-14912,-14732,-14553,-14372,-14191,
-14010,-13828,-13645,-13462,-13279,-13094,-12910,-12725,
-12539,-12353,-12167,-11980,-11793,-11605,-11417,-11228,
-11039,-10849,-10659,-10469,-10278,-10087,-9896,-9704,
-9512,-9319,-9126,-8933,-8739,-8545,-8351,-8157,
-7962,-7767,-7571,-7375,-7179,-6983,-6786,-6590,
-6393,-6195,45998,-5800,-5602,-5404,-5205,-5007,
-4808,-4609,-4410,-4210,-4011,-3811,-3612,-3412,
-3212,-3012,-2811,-2611,-2410,-2210,-2009,-1809,
-1608,-1407,-1206,-1005,-804,-603,-402,-201,
0,201,402,603,804,1005,1206,1407,
1608,1809,2009,2210,2410,2611,2811,3012,
3212,3412,3612,3811,4011,4210,4410,4609,
4808,5007,5205,5404,5602,5800,5998,6195,
6393,6590,6786,6983,7179,7375,7571,7767,
7962,8157,8351,8545,8739,8933,9126,9319,
9512,9704,9896,10087,10278,10469,10659,10849,
11039,11228,11417,11605,11793,11980,12167,12353,
12539,12725,12910,13094,13279,13462,13645,13828,
14010,14191,14372,14553,14732,14912,15090,15269,
15446,15623,15800,15976,16151,16325,16499,16673,
16846,17018,17189,17360,17530,17700,17869,18037,
18204,18371,18537,18703,18868,19032,19195,19357,
19519,19680,19841,20000,20159,20317,20475,20631,
20787,20942,21096,21250,21403,21554,21705,21856,
22005,22154,22301,22448,22594,22739,22884,23027,
23170,23311,23452,23592,23731,23870,24007,24143,
24279,24413,24547,24680,24811,24942,25072,25201,
25329,25456,25582,25708,25832,25955,26077,26198,
26319,26438,26556,26674,26790,26905,27019,27133,
27245,27356,27466,27575,27683,27790,27896,28001,

28105,28208,28310,28411,28510,28609,28706,28803,
28898,28992,29085,29177,29268,29358,29447,29534,
29621,29706,29791,29874,29956,30037,30117,30195,
30273,30349,30424,30498,30571,30643,30714,30783,
30852,30919,30985,31050,31113,31176,31237,31297,
31356, 31414,31470 ,31526,31580,31633,31685,31736,

31785,31833,31880,31926,31971,32014,32057,32098,
32137,32176,32213,32250,32285,32318,32351,32382,
32412,32441,32469,32495,32521,32545,32567,32589,
32609,32628,32646,32663,32678,32692,32705,32717,
32728,32737,32745,32752,32757,32761,32765,32766,
32767

const unsigned int sin[] = (
0,201,402,603,804,1005,1206,1407,
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1608,1809,2009,2210,2410,2611,811,3012,
3212,3412,3612,3811,4011,4210,4410,4609,
4808,5007,5205,5404,5602,5800,5998,6195,
6393,6590,6786,6983,7179,7375,7571,7767,
7962,8157,8351,8545,8739,8933,9126,9319,
9512,9704,9896,10087,10278,10469,10659,10849,
11039,11228,11417,11605,11793,11980,12167,12353,
12539,12725, 12910 ,13094,13279,13462,13645,13828,

14010,14191,14372,14553,14732,14912,15090,15269,
15446,15623,15800,15976,16151,16325,16499,16673,
16846,17018,17189,17360,17530,17700,17869,18037,
18204,18371,18537,18703,18868,19032,19195,19357,
19519,19680,19841,20000,20159,20317,20475,20631,
20787,20942,21096,21250,21403,21554,21705,21856,
22005,22154,22301,22448,22594,22739,22884,23027,
23170,23311,23452,23592,23731,23870,24007,24143,
24279,24413,24547,24680,24811,24942,25072,25201,
25329,25456,25582,25708,25832,25955,26077,26198,
26319,26438,26556,26674,26790,26905,27019,27133,
27245,27356,27466,27575,27683,27790,27896,28001,
28105,28208,28310,28411,28510,28609,28706,28803,
28898,28992,29085,29177,29268,29358,29447,29534,
29621,29706,29791,29874,29956,30037,30117,30195,
30273,30349,30424,30498,30571,30643,30714,30783,
30852,30919,30985,31050,31113,31176,31237,31297,
31356,31414,31470,31526,31580,31633,31685,31736,
31785,31833,31880,31926,31971,32014,32057,32098,
32137,32176,32213,32250,32285,32318,32351,32382,
32412,32441,32469,32495,32521,32545,32567,32589,
32609,32628,32646,32663,32678,32692,32705,32717,
32728,32737,32745,32752,32757,32761,32765,32766,
32767,32766,32765,32761,32757,32752,32745,32737,
32728,32717,32705,32692,32678,32663,32646,32628,
32609,32589,32567,32545,32521,32495,32469,32441,
32412,32382,32351,32318,32285,32250,32213,32176,
32137,32098,32057,32014,31971,31926,31880,31833,
31785,31736,31685,31633,31580,3i526,31470,31414,
31356,31297,31237,31176,31113,31050,30985,30919,
30852,30783,30714,30643,30571,30498,30424,30349,
30273,30195,30117,30037,29956,29874,29791,29706,
29621,29534,29447,29358,29268,29177,29085,28992,
28898,28803,28706,28609,28510,28411,28310,28208,
28105,28001,27896,27790,27683,27575,27466,27356,
27245,27133,27019,26905,26790,26674,26556,26438,
26319,26198,26077,25955,25832,25708,25582,25456,
25329,25201,25072,24942,24811,24680,24547,24413,

24279,24143,24007,23870,23731,23592,23452,23311,
23170,23027,22884,22739,22594,22448,22301,22154,
22005,21856,21705,21554,21403,21250,21096,20942,
20787,20631,20475,20317,20159,20000,19841,19680,
19519,19357,19195,19032,18868,18703,18537,18371,
18204,18037,17869,17700,17530,17360,17189,17018,
16846,16673,16499,16325,16151,15976,15800,15623,
15446,15269,15090,14912,14732,14553,14372,14191,
14010,13828,13645,13462,13279,13094,12910,12725,
12539,12353,12167,11980,11793,11605,11417,11228,
11039,10849,10659,10469,10278,10087,9896,9704,
9512,9319,9126,8933,8739,8545,8351,8157,
7962,7767,7571,7375,7179,6983,6786,6590,
6393,6195,5998,5800,5602,5404,5205,5007,
4808,4609,4410,4210,4011,3811,3612,3412,
3212,3012,2811,2611,2410,2210,2009,1809,
1608,1407,1206,1005,804,603,402,201,
0,-201,-402,-603,-804,-1005,-1206,-1407,

-1608,-1809,-2009,-2210,-2410,-2611,-2811,-3012,
-3212,-3412,-3612,-3811,-4011,-4210,-4410,-4609,

-4808,-5007,-5205,-5404,-5602,-5800,-5998,-6195,
-6393,-6590,-6786,-6983,-7179,-7375,-7571,-7767,
-7962,-8157,:8351,-8545,-8739,-8933,-9126,-9319,
-9512,-9704,-9896,-10087,-10278,-10469,-10659,-10849,
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-11039,-11228,-11417,-11605,-11793,-11980,-12167,-12353,
712539,-12725,-12910,-13094,-13279,-13462,-13645,-13828,
-14010,-14191,-14372,-14553,-14732,-14912,-15090,-15269,
-15446,-15623,-15800,-15976,-16151,-16325,-16499,-16673,
-16846,-17018,-17189,-17360,-17530,-17700,-17869,-18037,
-18204,-18371,-18537,-18703,-18868,-19032,-19195,-19357,
-19519,-19680,-19841,-20000,-20159,-20317,-20475,-20631,
-20787,-20942,-21096,-21250,-21403,-21554,-21705,-21856,
-22005,-22154,-22301,-22448,-22594,-22739,-22884,-23027,
-23170,-23311,-23452,-23592,-23731,-23870,-24007,-24143,
-24279,-24413,-24547,-24680,-24811,-24942,-25072,-25201,
-25329,-25456,-25582,-25708,-25832,-25955,-26077,-26198,
-26119,-26438,-26556,-26674,-26790,-26905,-27019,-27133,
-27245,-27356,-27466,-27575,-27683,-27790,-27896,-28001,
-28105,-28208,-28310,-28411,-28510,-28609,-28706,-28803,
-28898,-28992,-29085,-29177,-29268,-29358,-29447,-29534,
-29621,-29706,-29791,-29874,-29956,-30037,-30117,-30195,
--30273,-30349,-30424,-30498,-30571,-50643,-30714,-30783,
-30852,-30919,-30985,-31050,-31113,-31176,-31237,-31297,
-31356,-31414,-31470,-31526,-31580,-31633,-31685,-31736,
-31785,-31833,-31880,-31926,-31971,-32014,-32057,-32098,
-32137,-32176,-32213,-32250,-32285,-32318,-32351,-32382,
-32412,-32441,-32469,-32495,-32521,-32545,-32567,-32589,
-32609,-32628,-32646,-32663,-32678,-32692,-32705,-32717,
-32728,-32737,-32745,-32752,-32757,-32761,-32765,-32766,
-32767,-32764,-32765,-32761,-32757,-32752,-32745,-32737,
-32728,-32717,-32705,-32692,-32678,-32663,-32646,-32628,
-32609,-32589,-32567,-32545,-32521,-32495,-32469,-32441,
-32412,-32382,-32351,-32318,-32285,-32250,-32213,-32176,
-32137,-32098,-32057,-32014,-31971,-31926,-31880,-31833,
-31785,-31736,-31685,-31633,-31580,-31526,-31470,-31414,
-31356,-31297,-31237,-31176,-31113,-31050,-30985,-30919,
-30852,-30783,-30714,-30643,-30571,-30498,-30424,-30349,
-30273,-30195,-30117,-30037,-29956,-29874,-29791,-29706,
-29621,-29534,-29447,-29358,-29268,-29177,-29085,-28992,
-28898,-28803,-28706,-28609,-28510,-28411,-28310,-28208,
-28105,-28001,-27896,-27790,-27683,-27575,-27466,-27356,
-27245,-27133,-27019,-26905,-26790,-26674,-26556,-26438,
-26319,-26198,-26077,-25955,-25832,-25708,-25582,-25456,
-25329,-25201,-25072,-24942,-24811,-24680,-24547,-24413,
-24279,-24143,-24007,-23870,-23731,-23592,-23452,-23311,
-23170,-23027,-22884,-22739,-22594,-22448,-22301,-22154,
-22005,-21856,-21705,-21554,-21403,-21250,-21096,-20942,
-20787,-20631,-20475,-20317,-20159,-20000,-19841,-19680,
-19519,-19357,-19195,-19032,-18868,-18703,-18537,-18371,
-18204,-18037,-17869,-17700,-17530,-17360,-17189,-17018,
-. 16846, - 16673 ,-16499,-16325, -16151,- 15976,- 15800, - 15623,

-15446,-15269,-15090,-14912,-14732,-14553,-14372,-14191,
-14010,-13828,-13645,-13462,-13279,-13094,-12910,-12725,
-12539,-12353,-12167,-11980,-11793,-11605,-11417,-11228,
-11039,-10849,-10659,-10469,-10278,-10087,-9896,-9704,
-9512,-9319,-9126,-8933,-8739,-8545,-8351,-8157,
-7962,-7767,-7571,-7375,-7179,-6983,-6786,-6590,
-6393,-6195,-5998,-5800,-5602,-5404,-5205,-5007,
-4808,-4609,-4410,-4210,-4011,-3811,-3612,-3412,
-3212,-3012,-2811,-2611,-2410,-2210,-2009,-1809,
-1608,-1407,-1206,-1005,-804,-603,-402,-201,
0);




